
Planets D6 / Sakiya (Saki)

Name: Sakiya

Region: Hutt Space, Bootana Hutta

System: Saki system

Suns: 1: Saki Prime

Moons: 1 large moon

Grid coordinates: S-11

Trade routes: Grothâ€“Sakiya hyperlane, Hyperspace routes

to Sakidopa, Sakiduba and Sakifwanna

Rotation period: 20 standard hours

Orbital period: 582 local days

Class: Terrestrial

Atmosphere: Dense ionosphere

Climate: Tropical

Gravity: High

Primary terrain: Forests, Jungles, Lakes, Savannas

Surface water: Kaasban Sea

Points of interest: Rotoksa Mountain Range, Hunter's Valley, Ridgetown Square, Saki chapter of the

Bounty Hunters' Guild

Rotoksa Ridge Grand Lodge

Fauna: Gwayo bird, Rass, Skuir fish

Native species: Sakiyans

Primary language(s): Sakiyan, Huttese, Galactic Basic Standard

Government: Clan meritocracy

Population: 1.2 billion:; 99% Sakiyan, 1% other species

Major cities: Iepatap Harbor, KÃ¦haxa (capital), Ridgetown

Major imports: Industrial goods, Raw materials, Wildlife

Major exports: Technology, Vehicles, Assassins

Description: Sakiya, also known as Saki, was a planet located in the Bootana Hutta region of Hutt Space.

It was the tropical and heavily industrialized homeworld of the Sakiyan species.

History

Although located near the astrographic center of Hutt Space, the indigenous Sakiyans resisted any

attempt at takeover by the Hutts. Employing advanced repulsorlift technology highly valued by the Hutts,

the Sakiyans had meticulous evacuation plans that they constantly revised, allowing them to quickly

transport people, resources, and supplies to safety, and allowing them to conduct hit-and-run attacks

against the invaders until they withdrew. Their vigilance and mobility repulsed invasions from the Sith, the

Tion Hegemony, and the Hutts.

Around the time the Eternal Empire ruled the galaxy, several Hutt Cartel warehouses were burned to the



ground in a brief slave revolt, leaving nothing but scorched ruins behind. The Hutts subsequently

attempted to bring the Sakiyans back into line.

Points of interest

Rotoksa Mountain Range

The Rotoksa Mountain Range was a snowy mountain range located on the Hutt Space planet Sakiya.

The mountains contained the city of Ridgetown.

Hunter's Valley

Hunter's Valley was a valley located in the Rotoksa Mountain Range on the planet Sakiya. The owners of

the nearby Rotoksa Ridge Grand Lodge transformed the valley into a game preserve by importing

Species from around the galaxy trapping them with a particle shield, so that they could be easily hunted.

Ridgetown Square

Ridgetown Square was a location in the city of Ridgetown on the planet Sakiya. It contained the Saki

chapter of the Bounty Hunters' Guild.

Saki chapter of the Bounty Hunters' Guild

The Saki chapter of the Bounty Hunters' Guild was a chapter of the Bounty Hunters' Guild that operated

out of a spire located in Ridgetown Square on the planet Sakiya.

Rotoksa Ridge Grand Lodge

The Rotoksa Ridge Grand Lodge was a city-sized structure built in Sakiya's Rotoksa Mountain Range out

of stone and wood. It was surrounded by a collection of small buildings known as Ridgetown. The Lodge

was the base for numerous hunts, which were a critical part of Sakiyan culture.

The Lodge overlooked the massive Hunter's Valley, which was converted into a game preserve. Species

from around the galaxy were brought to the valley and trapped by a particle shield, so that they could be

easily hunted.

Iepatap Harbor

Iepatap Harbor was a large shantytown located on the planet Sakiya.

KÃ¦haxa

KÃ¦haxa was the capital city of the planet Sakiya. Like the cities of Ithor, KÃ¦haxa used repulsorlift

technology to hover above the ground. This allowed to city to slowly move across the planet, and it often

stopped near small villages. 

Ridgetown

Ridgetown was a major city built around the Rotoksa Ridge Grand Lodge on the planet Sakiya. It was

inhabited primarily by Sakiyans who sought admittance to the Lodge, and contained dozens of shops and

cantinas. 
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